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CROCHET TREES
What do you need:
•
medium yarn (at a recommended hook size of 4-6 mm).
I used Bohème Velvet Double (in colour “Peridot Green
(17672)” and “Plum (17622)”; gauge: 10 cm = 18 M)
•
I worked with a hook of size 5.00 mm
•
Scissors
Skill level: simple
Finished size of the crochet trees (L x H): appr.10,5 x 17 cm (fir
tree); appr. 14 x 18 cm (general tree)
Abbreviations:
rd = round / sc = single crochet / dc = double crochet / inc =
increase (work 2 sts in 1 st) / dec = decrease (st next 2 sts together)
/ st, sts = stitch, stitches / sl st = slip stitch / ch = chain / BS = booble
stitch / FPDC = front-post double crochet / FPDC2tog = FPDC two
sts together / YO = yarn over
You crochet in rows of 4 double crochet bobble stitches (for the
general tree) and front-post double crochets (for the fir tree).
The number in the brackets at each row end indicate the new
number of sts (excl. the ch sts before turning your work).

How to read the instructions:
Increase and decrease sts using different stitch types:
In this pattern, I use different st types. Therefore, I indicate any
inc and dec sts as [st type]-[inc/dec]. e.g.
“sc-inc” means that you work 2 sc in the next st.
“FPDC-inc” means that you work 2 FPDC in the next st’s post.
“sc-dec” means, likewise, that you sc the next 2 sts together,
“FPDC-dec” means that you work the next 2 sts in an FPDC
together (it’s the same as FPDC2tog).
How to make a bobble crochet stitch:
In my instruction for the general tree, I work 4 dc bobble stitches.
For that, you basically work 4 half-complete double crochet sts in
the same st and secure them at the top. Please note, that the
bobble sts appear on the “wrong” side of your work (the left or
backside); therefore, the backside of your pattern will represent
your final work.
In my pattern, I start and end each bobble st with sc sts at each
side of the bobble st to give it its shape. Below are photographs
for how I have worked a 4 dc bobble st (after a sc st):
Work 1 sc.
Step 1 (1st half-complete dc):
YO and insert hook into next st. YO again and pull up a loop. Now
you have 3 loops on the hook. YO and pull through 2 loops on your
hook (your 1st half-complete dc is done).

Step 2 (2nd half-complete dc):
Repeat Step 1:
YO and insert hook into the same st as before. YO again and pull
up a look (4 loops on hook).
YO and pull through first 2 loops on your hook (your 2nd halfcomplete dc is done).

Step 3-4 (3rd,4th half-complete dc):
Repeat your previous step (in the same st) for another 2 times
until you have worked 4 half-complete dc in the same st (you get
5 loops on the hook).

Step 5 (complete BS):
YO and pull through all the 5 loops on your hook. Your bobble st
is complete.

Although it looks like you work the previous sc and the 4 dc
together, you get 2 sts in the next row through this bobble st:
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How to make a front-post double crochet:
In my pattern I work with FPDC made in dc sts (type 1) and FPDC
made in turning ch (type 2).
Type 1: FPDC in dc sts
Work a 1st row of dc sts. At
row-end, ch 2 and turn your
work.

Step 1 (st through front post):
YO and stitch around the front
of the next st’ post (from front
to back, and back to front) …

Type 2: FPDC in turning ch sts
The difference between a “normal” FPDC and the “FPDC in
turning ch” is that latter is worked in the very first and/or very
last post of your work, which belongs to the turning ch st of the
previous row. These posts are usually skipped when doing a
“normal” FPDC. Therefore, a row with “FPDC in turning ch” is +1
st longer than the previous row. The result of your work will,
however, look differently than with a “normal” FPDC-increase
st.
Work a 1st row of dc sts. At rowend, ch 2 and turn your work.

Step 2 (work dc through front
post (1)):
… YO and pull up a loop (3
loops on the hook) …

Step 4:
Similarly, you work a FPDC in
the remaining posts of the
next sts.

Step 3 (complete dc through
front post (2)):
… YO again and pull through 2
loops on the hook (first part of
a dc; now you have 2 loops left
on the hook).
YO again and pull through the
remaining 2 loops on the hook
(complete dc).
Your 1st dc through the frontpost of the next st is finished!

Continue row with FPDC:

Step 1 (st around very 1st post):
For the FPDC in turning ch, make
sure to stitch around the very
first post of your work, which is
the one belonging to the turning
ch st:

Step 2 (work dc through front
post (1)):
… YO and pull up a loop (3 loops
on the hook) …

Row-end (st around very last post):
Typically, you would end the row with a dc st in the last st, but in my
pattern (to get the specific tree shape) I end the rows with a FPDC in
the very last turning ch post too (unless stated otherwise in the
pattern). This post is usually slightly hidden behind your last FPDC
and you normally won’t consider stitching around it.

Back-view of one row with FPDCin-turning-ch

Back-view of 2 rows with FPDCin-turning-ch

Front-view of 2 rows with FPDCin-turning-ch

YO and stitch through the front
of the very first post at the very
right of your work…
Step 3 (complete dc through
front post (2)):
… YO again and pull through 2
loops on the hook. You have 2
loops left on the hook.
YO again and pull through the
remaining 2 loops.
Your 1st dc through the frontpost of the next st is finished!

Continue row with FPDC:
For every next st, you work
“normal” FPDC around the next
posts across the row.
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INSTRUCTION FOR FIR TREE

FPDC-2-together / FPDC-dec
Step 1:
YO and stitch around the front
of the next st’ post …

Step 2:
… YO and pull up a loop (3
loops on the hook) …

4. – 14. Row: repeat 3. Row (8-18)

The fir tree is worked in FPDC rows. Start with a green yarn.
TREETOP:
Ch 2 + 2 turning ch
1. Row: starting from 3rd ch st from hook, work 2 dc in each of
the next 2 ch sts (4). Ch 2 and turn your work.

Step 3:
… YO again and pull through 2
loops (2 loops left on the
hook).

Step 4:
YO and stitch around the front
of the next st’ post …

Step 5:
… YO and pull up a loop (4
loops on the hook) …

Step 6:
… YO again and pull through 2
loops (3 loops left on the
hook).

Step 7:
… YO again and pull through
all loops on your hook.

2. Row: FPDC-inc in the turning ch st at the very right of your
work, 1 FPDC in next 3 sts, FPDC-inc in the turning ch st at the
very end of the row (6). Ch 2 and turn your work.

15. Row: FPDC the turning ch st and first st together, FPDC-dec,
FPDC-dec, 1 FPDC in next 7 sts, FPDC-dec, FPDC-dec, FPDC last
st and turning ch st together (13). Ch 2 and turn your work.

3. Row: 1 FPDC in the turning ch st at the very right of your
work, 1 FPDC in the remaining (5) sts, 1 FPDC in the turning ch st
at the very end of the row (7). Ch 2 and turn your work.
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INSTRUCTION FOR GENERAL TREE
16. Row: FPDC the turning ch st and first st together, FPDC-dec,
FPDC-dec, 1 FPDC in next 4 sts, FPDC-dec, FPDC-dec, FPDC last
st and turning ch st together (9). Ch 2 and turn your work.

26. Row: 2 sc in first st, 1 sc in next 3 sts, 2 sc in last st (7).

17. Row: FPDC-dec (skip the turning ch sts this time!), FPDC-dec,
1 FPDC in next 1 sts, FPDC-dec, FPDC-dec (skip the turning ch sts
this time!) (5). Change colour in last st to brown, ch 1 and turn
your work.

The general tree is worked in rows (treetop) and goes into
rounds (at the tree trunk). The treetop is worked in alternating
sts of sc and BS. Start with a green yarn.
TREETOP:
Ch 2.
1. Rd: 6 sc in 2nd ch st from hook (6)
2. Rd: sc-inc each st around (12) (i.e. work 2 sc in each st
around)
3. Rd: *BS, sc-inc next st*, repeat * 6x in total (18)
4. Rd: *BS, sc-inc next st *, repeat * 9x in total (27)
5. Rd: *BS, sc-inc next st*, repeat * 13x in total, 1 sc in last st
(40)
6. Rd: *BS, sc-inc next st*, repeat * 20x in total (60)
7. Rd: *BS, 1 sc in next st*, repeat * 30x in total (60)
8. Rd: *sl st next 2 sts together, BS*, repeat * 20x in total (40)
TREE TRUNK:

TREE TRUNK:
Fasten off and weave in both yarn ends.
18. Row: 1 sc in each st across (5). Ch 1 and turn your work.

9. Row: work 1 sc in 1st st and change colour to brown. 1 sc in
next 7 sts (7). Ch 1 and turn your work.

19. – 24. Row: 1 sc in each st across (5). Ch 1 and turn your
work.
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10. Row: *sc-inc, 1 sc in next st*, repeat * 3x in total, sc-inc last
st (11). Ch 1 and turn your work.
11. Row: sc-inc, 1 sc in next 9 sts, sc-inc last st (13). Ch 1 and
turn your work.
12. Row: sc-inc, 1 sc in next 11 sts, sc-inc last st (15). Ch 1 and
turn your work.
13. Row: sc-inc, 1 sc in next 13 sts, sc-inc last st (17). STOP (do
not ch 1 or turn your work).

Fasten off and weave in both yarn ends.

14. Rd: sc in 1st st from previous row to close into a circle. 1 sc in
next 16 sts (17).

15. – 17. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (17).
18. Rd: 1 sc in first 4 sts, sc-inc, 1 sc in next 7 sts, sc-inc, 1 sc in
last 4 sts (19)
19. Rd: 1 sc in first 5 sts, sc-inc, 1 sc in next 8 sts, sc-inc, 1 sc in
last 4 sts (21)
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